
This is a short presentation of ABM’s comdev program. The following slides will show 
how ABM development program funds have reached and benefited individuals and 
communities in our partner churches. A couple of slides show how much we are 
spending or planning to spend in our country programs. A third slide will show 
funding levels over a 3-year period. 
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This is a summary of AID’s program reach for FY2016-2017 (results from 17-18 FY are 
in the process of being collated and will be ready by Nov 2018. 
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LM notes:

Chart reflects funds already spent on activities in these countries. 

Sri Lanka and Fiji are funds spent on emergencies; PNG earthquake funds are in the 
process of being spent (will be reflected in FY2018-2019; so far ABM has raised 53K 
from the earthquake appeal

ABM has two partners in the Philippines, ECP/ECARE (hence the high %)

PNG remains our biggest program, currently funded by DFAT through the PNG CPP 
mechanism. In FY2017-2018, ABM’s DFAT funding comprise approx. 70% of total 
comdev funds.
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There is an increase in PNG (CPP) funding this current FY due to some agencies 
lowering their funding allocation (by choice) from DFAT. Overall funding to ECARE in 
the Philippines is 50% lower due to their own self-reliance efforts (something to 
celebrate!) 
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In 2019-2020, program funding will drop by 40% if the June 2019 (next year!) 
timeline for completion of the PNG CPP funding from DFAT pushes through. From 
approx. 1 million AUD this FY, this will revert to 0 funds (or close to 0) to PNG 
programs. Discussion about a transition period is currently underway among ANGOs 
and PNG church partners but ABM needs to look seriously for funds to continue its 
community development work with ACPNG and Anglicare going forward. 
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Most of you would be aware that ABM is currently undergoing a 3-year strategic 
planning process. AID’s programs in the near to medium-term will focus on fewer 
key themes or sectors. These themes include gender and GBV, WASH, climate 
resilience and partnerships. We hope to link our program impact to the relevant 
SDGs to make our activities more meaningful and effective.  (still in planning stage, 
the final thematic foci)

On September 25th 2015, 193 world leaders committed to 17 Global Goals to 
achieve 3 extraordinary things in the next 15 years. End extreme poverty. Fight 
inequality & injustice. And fix climate change.

The Global Goals for Sustainable Development have emerged from an extensive 
global conversation about our common aspirations for the future of our planet. ABM 
and our partners have been part of the consultations leading to the development of 
the Global Goal which affirm the projects already being undertaken by ABM’s 
partners around the world.

We join with people all over the globe in welcoming the renewed focus on 
sustainable development and recommit ourselves to the difficult but critical work of 
ending extreme poverty, fighting inequality & injustice and fixing climate change.
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Asante-sana!  (Swahili/Kenya)

Maraming salamat po! (Filipino/Philippines)

Jei-zu-be tin-ba-deh! (Burmese/Myanmar) 

Natotela! (Bemba/Zambia)

Tangkiu tumas! (Bislama/Vanuatu)

Tagio tumas! (Pijin/Solomon Islands)

Tenkyu tumas! (Tok Pisin/Papua New Guinea
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